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Abstract 

 

Ring artifacts are very troublesome in a flat-panel based micro computed tomography 
(micro-CT) since they might severely degrade visibility of the micro-CT images. Unlike ring 
artifacts in other types of micro-CTs such as image-intensifier based micro-CT, ring artifacts 
in a flat-panel detector based micro-CT are hardly removable since the sensitivity of the pixel 
elements in a flat-panel detector is less uniform than in other types of x-ray detectors. The 
dependence of the ring artifacts on many imaging conditions, such as tube voltage, detector 
integration time and phantom size, was first investigated. Based on the observation that the 
ring artifacts are not imaging-condition-invariant in a flat-panel detector based micro-CT, an 
efficient ring artifact correction method has been developed based on post-processing. In the 
filtered sinogram, the ring artifact positions are identified and then the defective lines are 
corrected in the original projection data before the filtered back-projection. Experimental 
results on capacitor phantom, contrast phantom and bone images verify the efficacy of the 
proposed method. 
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1.  Introduction 
 
Ring artifact correction is not an important issue in medical CTs or charge-coupled-device 
(CCD) based micro-CTs since ring artifacts can be easily reduced to an acceptable level by 
the conventional white-field correction. But in flat-panel-detector (FPD) based micro-CTs, 
ring artifacts are hardly removed since the sensitivity of pixel elements in flat-panel 
detectors is less uniform than in other type of detectors and it often drifts depending on the 
imaging condition. Although the ring artifacts are in many cases just an annoyance, it is 
often a serious problem in small animal imaging using a micro-CT in which image SNRs 
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are often very low. So, reduction of ring artifacts is essential in small animal imaging. 
Despite the ring artifact problems, flat-panel detectors are attractive for micro-CTs since 
they have many advantages over other types of detectors. The flat-panel-detectors are 
capable of large-area detection with thin structure, and they no geometrical distortions [1, 
2]. Since the flat-panel-detector technology is fast growing by the needs of mass 
production, availability and low cost are other merits in a micro-CT. Ring artifacts are 
caused by imperfect detector pixel elements as well as by defects or impurities in the 
scintillator crystals [3, 4]. Ring artifacts can also be generated from higher energy 
harmonics in the incident beam [5, 6]. In reconstructed images, ring artifacts appear as 
narrow rings or wide bands depending on how many detectors have the spurious behavior. 
Full rings are generated only if a 360 degree data acquisition is used and half rings with 180 
degree acquisition [7]. 

Other than by the white-field correction method, ring artifacts can also be reduced by 
applying various image processing techniques on reconstructed images or projection data, 
so called sinogram [8-10]. The techniques have pros and cons in terms of image quality and 
processing time. In this paper, we introduce an efficient ring artifact removal algorithm for 
FPD based micro-CTs. It is known that ring artifacts in FPD based micro-CTs are hardly 
removed by the conventional white field correction method due to drifts in detector element 
sensitivity in between white-field calibrations [5, 11, 12]. We observed that ring artifact 
intensity and position in a FPD based micro-CT are affected by various imaging parameters 
such as the tube voltage, the detector integration time and the x-ray path length. Especially, 
the dependence on the path length makes the white field correction method less useful for 
ring artifact removal in a FPD based micro-CT since the scanning motion in the micro-CT 
always changes the path length over the viewing angle. Based on the observation, we 
devised a detection method of defective lines on the projection data. Once the defective 
lines detected, the defective lines can be corrected by interpolation. Experimental results on 
small animal images are presented.  
 
2.  Formation of Ring Artifacts 

 

Back projection of 
an error channel 

 
Reconstructed image 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 1.  Illustration of formation of ring artifact. 
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Ring artifacts are mainly a third-generation CT phenomenon. They are caused by errors in a 
single or multiple channels over an extended range of views. An error persistent over an 
extended view range produces a set of lines with a fixed distance to the iso-center. The tail 
portions of the lines are canceled, and a ring is formed when the neighboring views are 
closely placed. The production of ring artifacts is shown in Fig. 1. 
                     
3. Methods 

 
3.1. Observation of ring artifacts in a FPD based micro-CT 
  
We first observed ring artifact dependence on imaging parameters in the images taken with 
a homemade micro-CT. The homemade micro-CT consists of a flat-panel detector 
(C7943CP-02, Hamamatsu, Japan) and a micro focus x-ray tube (L8121-01, Hamamatsu, 
Japan). The micro-focus x-ray source is a sealed tube with a fixed tungsten anode having an 
angle of 25° against the electron beam and with a 200μm-thick beryllium exit window. The 
emitted x-ray beam span angle is about 43°. The source has a variable focal spot size from 
5μm to 50μm depending on the applied tube power (Watt or kVp×mA). The maximum 
tube voltage and tube current are 150kVp and 0.5mA, respectively. The micro-focus x-ray 
source has been operated in a continuous mode with an Al filter with the thickness of 1mm. 
The flat-panel detector consists of a 1248 × 1248 active matrix of transistors and 
photodiodes with a pixel pitch of 100μm, and a CsI:TI scintillator. The CsI:TI has a 
columnar structure with a typical diameter of about 10μm and the thickness of 200μm. A 
computer-controlled rotating system was adopted in the object holder to achieve a 
cone-beam mode scan in the micro-CT. The precision of the rotational motion is 0.083° 
which allows the number of views larger than 4000.  

We have taken micro-CT images of cylindrical uniform phantoms, 4cm and 8cm in 
diameter, with varying tube voltages and detector integration times. To visualize the ring 
artifacts more clearly, we also reconstructed images using the defective lines only. The 
defective lines were identified by the method described hereinafter. Fig. 2 shows the ring 
artifact images of 8 cm phantom taken with tube voltages of 40kV, 60kV and 100kV 
respectively. Tube currents are 400μA, 110μA, and 40μA, respectively, and the detector 
integration time is 0.5 seconds. 

 
 

   
(a) (b) 

Fig. 2. Ring artifact images of 8cm uniform phantom taken with tube voltages of (a) 40kV, (b) 
60kV and (c) 100kV, respectively. 

(c) 
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Fig. 3 shows the ring artifact images of 4cm phantom taken with tube voltages of 40kV, 
60kV and 100kV respectively. Tube currents are 400μA, 110μA, and 40μA, respectively, 
and the detector integration time is 0.5 seconds. It can be observed that the ring artifact 
patterns are dependent not only on the tube voltages but also on the phantom size. It seems 
that the dependence on the phantom size is caused by the fact that the transmitted x-ray 
spectra are different for the two phantoms due to the different path length, hence, different 
beam hardening effects. Fig. 4 shows the ring artifact images obtained with the detector 
integration time of 0.5 s and 1.0 s at the tube voltages of 40, 60, and 100 kV. The ring 
artifact patterns are also dependent on the detector integration time. 
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(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 3. Ring artifact images of 4cm uniform phantom taken with tube voltages of (a) 40kV, (b) 60kV 
and (c) 100kV, respectively.  

Fig. 4. Ring artifact images of 8cm uniform phantom taken with detector integration time 
of 0.5s (top) and 1.0 s (bottom), respectively, at the tube voltages of (a) 40kV, (b) 60kV 
and (c) 100kV, respectively. 
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3.2. Identification and correction of ring artifacts 
  
With the observation that the ring artifacts in the micro-CT images are dependent on 
various imaging parameters, we have developed a ring artifact correction method based on 
post-processing. We first tried to identify the defective lines on the projection data or so 
called sinogram. A sinogram is formed by stacking all projection data of different views 
[13].  The complete set of projection data over M projections with N rays per projection can 
be represented as a two dimensional array of dimension M×N [14,15]. Each row in two 
dimensional sinogram represents the data for a single projection. Each column indicates the 
information recorded by a particular detector element for each projection [8]. So if there is 
any defective element in detector, it will corrupt a single column in the sinogram data. So 
before correcting line artifacts, we need to find out these corrupted columns (line artifacts in 
vertical position). The steps of the defective line identification are as follows: 
 

(i) Apply one dimensional horizontal median filter on the filtered sinogram ( , )P s θ% in 
the s-direction. The projection data filtered with the ω kernel has more discernible 
defective lines than the original projection data ( , )P s θ . However, the filtered 
projection data often show very vague defective lines if the projection data have 
been corrected by the white-field correction.   Since the defective pixels appear as 
delta-like peaks in the s-direction, most of the defective lines can be removed in 
the median-filtered projection data, ( , )P s θ . 

(ii) Subtract the median-filtered projection data from the original filtered projection 
data, ( , ) ( , ) ( , )D s P s P sθ θ θ . This subtraction yields only the defective lines. = −%

(iii) Integrate ( , )D s θ along the θ-direction to get 2

0
( ) ( , )D s D s d

π
θ θ= ∫ . The defective 

lines are more discernible in ( )D s  than in ( , )D s θ since the defective line effects 
are accumulated in the integration. 

(iv) Identify the defective line positions by applying a threshold T to ( )D s . The pixels 
having greater values than the threshold are identified as defective lines. 
 

The threshold value T in step IV has been determined from the standard deviation 
of ( )D s . In this work, T has been chosen from 2 times to 3 times the standard deviation. 

With the defective lines identified, we applied two dimensional median filter of 3×5 
size to the pixel elements on the defective lines in the projection data ( , )P s θ  for defective 
lines correction. The size of the median filter depends on the severity of defective lines in 
the projection or sonogram data.  After defective line corrections, we reconstructed 
micro-CT images using the filtered back-projection method. 

 
4. Results and Discussions 

 
Ring artifacts correction has been performed on the sinogram data using the proposed 
method. To test our method we took different kinds of phantom like capacitor, contrast 
phantom and reconstructed image of femur region of a rat. Fig. 5(a) shows the sinogram of 
capacitor phantom which is corrupted by defective lines due to the defective pixel of the 
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flat-panel detector and Fig. 5(b) shows the line artifacts free sinogram after applying our 
proposed correction method.  
 

       

 
              
 
 
 
 

 
                      
 

  
 
                    

    
 
 
 

 
 

(b) (a) 

Fig. .5. Sinogram of capacitor phantom. Sinogram consists of all 450 measured projection data; (a) 
Sinogram exposes line artifacts that are responsible for ring artifacts.  The insert in the top right corner is the 
magnification of area surrounded by black box which emphasizes line artifacts. (b) Sinogram after 
removing line artifacts by applying our proposed correction method.  

Fig. 6. Cross-sectional reconstructed image of capacitor phantom. (a) Before ring artifacts corrections. 
The image is reconstructed from the sinogram of Fig. 5(a). In this image ring artifacts are clearly 
visible.  (b) After ring artifacts correction. The image is reconstructed from the sinogram of Fig. 5(b). 

(b) (a) 

 
Fig. 6(a) illustrates the cross-sectional image of the capacitor which is reconstructed 

from sinogram with line artifacts of Fig. 5(a). After reconstruction, line artifacts become 
ring artifacts which are clearly visible in the reconstructed image in Fig. 6(a). Fig. 6(b) 
presents the corresponding ring artifacts free correct tomographic image which is 
reconstructed from line artifact free correct sinogram of Fig. 5(b). 
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Contrast phantom image is also used for correcting ring artifacts. Contrast phantom 
consists of six inserts whose physical densities are very similar to that of water. The 
materials of six inserts are acrylic, polystyrene, plycarbonate, plastic water, nylon, and 
polyethylene. The six inserts with 5 mm diameter were immersed in a water bath made of a 
40 mm diameter acryl cylinder. The inserts were made of commercial electron density 
phantoms. Fig. 7(a) shows the cross-sectional image of the contrast phantom with ring 
artifacts at the central region and also some ring artifacts in peripheral region. Fig. 7(b) 
shows the correct reconstructed image after removing the ring artifacts. As can be noticed 
from Fig. 7(b), the ring artifacts have been reduced considerably.  
  

                      

 

 

To test our proposed method we also took images of the femur region of  a rat. Fig. 8 
shows the reconstructed images of the femur region with and without ring artifacts. In Fig 
8(a), the scan data are corrupted by ring artifacts. Ring artifacts are visible in the central 
region. Fig 8(b) shows the corrected images after removing ring artifacts. From these figures, 
it is clear that ring artifacts are significantly reduced. 

 

                      

Fig. 7. Cross-sectional images of the contrast phantom; (a) before and  
(b) after the ring artifacts correction. 

Fig. 8. Reconstructed images of the femur region of a rat. (a) Image showing ring 
artifacts,  (b) Corresponding ring artifacts corrected image. 

(a) (b) 

(a) (b) 
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In all the above mentioned cases, 450 projections are taken to form complete set of 
projection data or sinogram. The matrix size of all above mentioned reconstructed image is 
512× 512.The ring artifact correction approach outlined in this paper for sinogram can also 
be used to correct ring artifacts on reconstructed images. Although it is preferable and also 
more effective to correct sinogram data, only the image data are available in many 
situations. That is in many cases only reconstructed images are available not the sinogram 
or projection data. In that case ring artifacts need to be corrected in reconstructed image. 
But if sinogram or projection data are available, it is more effective to correct sinogram 
data. In ref. [9], at first raw input image of size P×Q showing ring artifacts is transformed 
into polar coordinates. Next the line pattern in polar coordinate image is reduced by 
detecting this pattern from homogeneous row segments in polar coordinate image. To do 
this a window of fixed size id slid across the polar coordinate image. For each row of 
window, the signal variance is computed. Then a threshold value is calculated for 
identifying row segments as homogeneous or inhomogeneous. If signal variance is smaller 
than a calculated threshold, this row is subtracted by its mean value (normalize) and stacked 
as a row into a temporary artifact matrix. The final size of the artifact matrix is given by the 
collection of all rows that meet the homogeneity criterion. That is all the rows whose 
variances are smaller than the specified threshold value. Then, for each column of artifact 
matrix, the median value is computed. This results in an artifact template vector. For each 
window position, the artifact template is stored into a final artifact template row of size 1×Q 
if the number of rows that meet the homogeneity criterion in that particular window 
position, is maximal. Finally, the artifact template vector is subtracted from each row of the 
polar coordinate image. 

To remove ring artifacts from the reconstructed images, the input images need to be 
transformed into the polar coordinates [9]. In this case, two-fold interpolation scheme is 
needed. One is needed while transforming from the Cartesian coordinates image into the 
polar coordinates image and the other interpolation is needed while transforming back from 
the polar coordinates into the Cartesian coordinates. So it is very difficult to preserve the 
image resolution in all cases. In addition in ref. [9], the artifacts are corrected in the polar 
coordinates without any distinction of pixels with and without artifacts. That is, they have 
changed all pixel values including the pixel values without artifacts. As a result they were 
not able to keep original image as it was before ring artifacts correction. 

In our method, we do not need to use any interpolation scheme for ring artifacts 
correction. So the main advantage of the proposed method is that no interpolation scheme is 
required for correcting ring artifacts in sinogram data. Besides we have changed the pixel 
values of defective lines only and kept other pixel values as it was before ring artifacts 
correction. As no interpolation scheme is used and only the pixel values of defective lines 
are changed to correct ring artifacts, the image resolution is hardly affected. Furthermore, as 
only defective lines are corrected in our proposed method, this method is faster than the 
correction method on reconstructed image mentioned in ref. [9]. 
 
5.  Conclusions 

 
In this paper an efficient method is introduced to remove ring artifacts from micro-CT 
images. The method has been evaluated on a capacitor phantom, a contrast phantom and 
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femur region of a rat. Experimental results have shown that ring artifacts can be removed 
efficiently without noticeable loss of spatial resolution. 
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